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Overview

• Visualisation of transport-to-school trajectory data
• Aspects of school ID, transport mode and safety
• Derived from digitised hand drawn routes (n=740) from students at the 12 Dunedin high schools
• Superimposed routes create frequency value for roads
• Can be depicted as thematic flow maps
• What patterns will be revealed?
Routes travelled by students from drawn maps
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Unsafe Data

"Safe" routes for students
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"Unsafe" routes for students
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Patterns – high density in inner city and south

• Individual Schools
  – Non-central schools tend to have a local catchment
  – Private and / or central schools have larger catchments

• Mode of transport: north-south divide
  – Motorised more popular; cycling less so, on the flat

• Safety: motorway traffic, lack of footpaths
  – Correlated with driver behaviour; also “danger areas”
  – Topography and influence of natural phenomena
Routes travelled by students from drawn maps
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Next

- Patterns revealed, obvious and not
  - Bringing in built environment variables

- Decision Support tool for schools and council

- Ways forward
  - Combined flow map:
  - Working with geocoded data
  - Use of abstracted ("less spatial") representations
  - Use of cartograms and animations
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